
ATLAS AIR Chair / Armchair
Design: Johannes Foersom & Peter Hiort-Lorenzen, 2022



A careful attention to detail characterizes the Atlas Air chair series. Atlas Air’s 
lightness is not only rooted in design but material composition. A cast, recycled 
aluminium frame reduces the seat’s weight and environmental footprint. The seat is 
made of wear-resistant mesh, which contributes to the chair’s slender, lightweight 
appearance. Conceived for the circular economy, the new Atlas Air contains no 
composite materials.

The mesh seat is available in four colours, white, grey, black or rust brown. There is 
also a version of Atlas Air with a quilted seat pad in fabric or leather. Both a 4-feet 
and a 5-feet frame on glides are available, the 5-feet is always height-adjustable 
and can also be combined with casters.  To facilitate repair, maintenance, and 
ultimate recycling, all its components are separable.

COMFORT WITH AN AIRY LIGHTNESS



“With Atlas Air, we wanted 
to make a contemporary
version of a classic design 
category.” 

— Johannes Foersom &  
Peter Hiort-Lorenzen, Designers





ATLAS AIR

ARMCHAIR 5-FEET

ARMCHAIR 5-FEET INCL. CASTERS

CHAIR 5-FEET

CHAIR 5-FEET INCL. CASTERS

CHAIR 4-FEET ARMCHAIR 4-FEET



SPECIFICATIONS

5-feet, height-adjustable, frame of cast recycled aluminium, powder coated or 
polished incl. castors. Glides against additional cost.  
4-feet frame of cast recycled aluminium, powder coated or polished incl. 
glides. Height-adjustable pillar for 4-feet against additional cost. 
Back arch and armrests of powder coated or polished cast recycled alumi-
num. Seat shell in white, grey, black or rust brown mesh with flocked surface. 
Replaceable pad attached with push buttons available as an option. 
Note! The pad can´t be retrofitted on version without pad.

OPTIONS 
Glides
Height adjustable frame in combination with 4-feet
Replaceable pad - Note! Can´t be retrofitted
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WEIGHT 
Chair 4-feet glides 8.4 kg
Chair 5-feet castors 8.5 kg
Chair 5-feet glides  9.6 kg

Armchair 4-feet glides 9.2 kg
Armchair 5-feet castors 9.3 kg
Armchair 5-feet glides 0.4 kg

Additional weight for pad  1.0 kg



MESH COLORS 
& SEAT PAD

OPTIONS

WHITE GREY

RUST BROWN BLACK
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